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ABSTRACT

1.

Nowadays, the term sustainability gains more and more importance in corporate risk management and decision making. Corporate Sustainability Information Systems should
support companies to analyse sustainability risks and provide relevant data in a practical manner. A major challenge
in the domain of sustainability is to integrate environmental,
social and economic data from different sources. This paper
presents an approach for ontology-based data integration in
the Corporate Sustainability domain preserving hierarchical relations to allow e.g. improved querying. Based on
an existing sustainability framework defined in an XBRLtaxonomy, first a mechanism for the automatic generation
of a domain-specific ontology is proposed. Finally, special
data is queried and linked to the proposed ontology, serving
as a working example for the suggested approach.

In recent years, companies face increased pressure of consumers, non-governmental organizations (e.g. Greenpeace),
governments and investors to take over responsibility for
their impacts on the society and the environment. Compelling is the case of Nike, which faced an extensive consumer boycott after the New York Times and other newspapers published reports about abusive labour practices at
some of its Indonesian suppliers in the early 1990s [21]. As a
result, companies experience a business need to manage next
to economic also environmental and social aspects, summarized under the caption “Corporate Sustainability”. Corporate Sustainability Information Systems are a novice kind
of information systems, which aim to support companies to
analyse sustainability risks and to prevent negative consequences of incidents for the company and its reputation.
An information system monitoring sustainability risks has
to include information from various heterogeneous sources
to provide a comprehensive overview. Potential data to integrate includes energy or labour data from environmental
or human resource systems [15], public events from news
sources [11] or statistical information extracted from Linked
Open Data (LOD) sources. Moreover, a large amount
of companies already publish sustainability reports which
could also serve as data input.
To establish a sound information base, these heterogeneous data sources have to be integrated. Within the Semantic Web, a machine readable version of the Web, ontologies are applied to overcome semantic ambiguity [18] caused
by source heterogeneity. In the context of a Corporate Sustainability Information System, an ontology could enable
semantic integration of input source data and a common
understanding of concepts across different system components. However, up to now, no ontology has received broad
recognition in the domain of Corporate Sustainability.
In this paper, we propose a top-down approach for the
development of a Corporate Sustainability ontology and we
show by an example how this ontology can be used to link
sustainability-relevant data.
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INTRODUCTION

2.

ONTOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

In this data integration scenario, the ontology to be developed mainly fulfills two tasks: (1) reduce semantic ambiguity
of input sources by describing sources using a common vocabulary, and (2) structure input sources in a way, i.e. hierarchically, that reflects the business conception of Corporate
Sustainability. Hierarchical structuring can be of significant
importance since it enables flexible query formulation in order to aggregate data [23]. Additionally, hierarchies allow
for data mappings on different categorization levels (see Section 3.1).

2.1

Requirements to the ontology

Therefore the ontology mainly has to fulfill the following
requirements:
• Req. 1: The ontology should provide an intuitive representation of Corporate Sustainability concepts.
• Req. 2: The ontology should reflect the hierarchical
structure of sustainability aspects (e.g. child labor as
a subconcept of human rights).
• Req. 3: The ontology should allow a general mapping
of sustainability sources to predefined concepts.

2.2

Top-down Ontology generation

Since on the one hand we face a broad range of potential very heterogeneous input sources (operative IT systems,
news reports, sensor measurements, public statistics, etc.),
but on the other hand a broad, relatively clearly defined
business conceptualization of Corporate Sustainability, we
propose a top-down approach generating an ontology from
an existing business framework. By selecting an established
standard the requirement of intuitive representation should
be fulfilled as good as possible.
Several standards have been proposed to structure sustainability management (indicators) in corporations. Most
popular is the standard GRI 3.1 defined by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), a global multi-stakeholder nongovernmental organization [10]. GRI covers various criteria
including economic, environmental and social ones such as
corruption or child labour.
Recently, the GRI published an XBRL (eXtensive Business Reporting Language) taxonomy, with the goal to make
sustainability data more standardized and exchangeable.
XBRL, an XML-based data standard for publishing and
exchanging business reports, was originally developed
for reporting of financial information, nowadays XBRLtaxonomies are created also for other business areas, such
as sustainability reporting.
As the GRI framework is established as the defacto standard in multinational companies with regard to Corporate
Sustainability, it can be considered as an intuitive representation (Requirement 1 ). Therefore, we use the GRI-XBRL
taxonomy as a basis to automatically generate a Corporate
Sustainability ontology, which can be applied for data integration tasks in Corporate Sustainability Information Systems.

3.

APPROACH

In order to define an ontology to be used for enterprise
integration tasks in the Corporate Sustainability domain,

Figure 1: An extract of the generated Corporate
Sustainability ontology based on the XBRL taxonomy.
we propose using the existing GRI-XBRL taxonomy as a
starting point. The ontology-based sustainability data integration approach mainly requires three steps: (1) definition
of a mapping between the XBRL-taxonomy and the target
ontology, (2) definition of a transformation algorithm, (3)
linking of input sources to the resulting ontology.

3.1

Mapping definition

Semantic integration requires a consistent understanding
of the meaning of concepts. These can be modeled using the
Web Ontology Language (OWL) that emerged as the norm
for the description of ontologies in the Semantic Web [5].
Since the hierarchical structure of concepts is particularly
important in our use case (Requirement 2 ), we define that
XBRL-elements, the main concepts in an XBRL-taxonomy,
correspond to OWL-classes in the resulting ontology. In an
XBRL-taxonomy, relationships between elements are specified using XLinks. We use the links specifying “parentchild” relationships, to generate a class hierarchy using the
“rdfs:subClassOf” property. We extract further information
from the taxonomy, such as references, which define a particular section in a legal document, and indicator labels (see
Table 1 for the complete mapping).

3.2

Transformation algorithm

Since both the source taxonomy as well as the target ontology, can be represented in XML-format, we use Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT), a language designed specifically for transformations of XML documents, for the transformation. The GRI-XBRL taxonomy
consists of multiple files defining reporting elements, links
between them, references to related documents and definitions. In essence, the algorithm first builds a class-structure
from concepts defined in the core-taxonomy file and consequently integrates additional information from other files,
which are connected to the core-elements via XLinks, e.g.
references and labels. An exemplary class definition of the
resulting ontology is presented in Listing 1.
Figure 1 shows an extract of the resulting ontology, that
can be used for data integration tasks. Especially higher levels of this ontology can help to structure input data sources
according to different sustainability subdomains. Based on

Table 1: Mapping of XBRL to OWL
XBRL-tag, xlink-connector
<element>
<presentationArc>, xlink:arcrole=”http://www.xbrl.org/2003/arcrole/parent-child”
<ref:Publisher>, xlink:role=”http://www.xbrl.org/2003/role/reference”
<ref:Name>, xlink:role=”http://www.xbrl.org/2003/role/reference”
<ref:Number>, xlink:role=”http://www.xbrl.org/2003/role/reference”
<ref: Section>, xlink:role=”http://www.xbrl.org/2003/role/reference”
<label>, xlink:role=”http://www.xbrl.org/2003/role/label”

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

OWL
owl:Class
rdfs:subClassOf
csOnt:hasReferencePublisher
csOnt:hasReferenceName
csOnt:hasReferenceNumber
csOnt:hasReferenceSection
rdfs:comment

@prefix csOnt: <http://lmad.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/CorporateSustainability#>.
csOnt:CorruptionAspectTitle a owl:Class;
csOnt:hasReferenceName csOnt:SustainabilityReportingGuidelines;
csOnt:hasReferenceNumber csOnt:G3.1;
csOnt:hasReferencePublisher csOnt:GlobalReportingInitiative;
csOnt:hasReferenceSection csOnt:Profile;
rdfs:comment "Corruption aspect [abstract]";
rdfs:subClassOf csOnt:SocietyPerformanceIndicatorsTitle.
Listing 1: Transformation result represented in N3 notation due to better readability (own representation).

the general layout extracted from the GRI-taxonomy, the
ontology can be extended as required by input sources or
application components.

3.3

Mapping of Sustainability Data to the Ontology

As a next step, we illustrate how input sources can be
mapped to the ontology to enable an improved semantic
understanding. An exmemplary input source are statistical indicators provided by the World Bank offered as LOD
through a third party1 . Listing 2 illustrates how this data
input may be semantically linked to the new ontology. The
proposed SPARQL query retrieves the “Control of corruption” indicator of the World Bank LOD set for each country
and each year and returns the result set in form of RDF
triples (based on the CONSTRUCT operator). The statistical level of corruption in each country can be a relevant
input for location-based risk analysis and is also included
in the GRI-framework. Every datapoint is modeled as a
different entity and directly linked to the GRI ontology using the property “dc:Subject” of the Dublin Core standard2 .
This property specifies the subject of a resource and, in this
case, the respective GRI subject of the datapoint (see line
8 in Listing 2). In further research, the datapoints could be
grouped and the respective indicator set specified in more
detail.
Listing 3 shows the output of aforementioned SPARQL
query in N3 notation. As expected, the resulting entities
are linked, amongst others, to the automatically generated Corporate Sustainability ontology “csOnt”. The
returned datapoints have URIs (<http://worldbank.
270a.info/dataset/world-bank-indicators/GV.
CONT.CO.ES/MZ/2007>), are grouped by country (sdmxconcept:refArea) and year (sdmx-dimension:refPeriod) and
hold the actual value as a literal (sdmx-measure:obsValue).
This output may be used for further processing in the
application, e.g. transferred as messages in the final system.
1

http://worldbank.270a.info/about.html
http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/
#elements-subject
2

4.

EVALUATION

Since the ontology is based on a well-established standard
in the business environment, it should adequately represent
the business conceptualization of Corporate Sustainability
(Requirement 1 ). Exploiting existing Xlink-information in
the XBRL-Taxonomy, the hierarchical relations can be preserved and a basic structure is provided (Requirement 2 ).
The exemplary illustration shows how an input source can
be mapped to this ontology. However, Requirement 3 remains to be evaluated in future research, where a broader
range of input sources needs to be mapped to the ontology.
Summing up, the ontology provides a first basic representation of Corporate Sustainability. In a further step, an extension of this ontology using bottom-up information could
be useful, e.g. by augmenting the ontology with concepts
extracted from sustainability reports. This can be seen as a
combination of a top-down with a bottom-up approach for
ontology engineering that has also been already proposed in
related domains (e.g. Hare et al. [13]).

5.

RELATED WORK

Several attempts have been made to create ontologies in
the domain of sustainability. Kumazawa et al. [16] suggest an ontological approach for the structuring of the concepts and relations within the field of sustainability science.
Han and Stoffel [12] advocate for an ontological approach
for the integration of qualitative case studies in the domain
of environmental sustainability research. The approach of
Pinheiro et al. [20] proposes an ontological approach that
adaptively allows to relate sustainability indicators. Bertin
et al. [2] present an ontology-based approach for the inventory database of life cycle assessments. Edum-Fotwe and
Price [6] suggest a social ontology relating and structuring
environmental, social and economic issues in order to achieve
overall social sustainability. Giovanni et al. [9] suggest a
product-centric ontology together with a system that allows
sustainability-improved alternatives in manufacturing.
As can be seen, these approaches aim for the use of ontologies in the broader sustainability domain, however, none

1
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4
5
6
7
8
9
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13
14

PREFIX csOnt: <http://lmad.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/CorporateSustainability/>
CONSTRUCT {
?datapoint
sdmx-concept:refArea ?country ;
sdmx-dimension:refPeriod ?year ;
sdmx-measure:obsValue ?value ;
dc:subject csOnt:CorruptionAspectTitle .
} WHERE {
?datapoint property:indicator indicator:GV.CONT.CO.ES .
?datapoint sdmx-dimension:refArea ?country .
?datapoint sdmx-measure:obsValue ?value .
?datapoint sdmx-dimension:refPeriod ?year .
}
Listing 2: SPARQL CONSTRUCT query to retrieve ”Control of corruption” indicators from the World Bank LOD
repository. The result will be linked to the GRI sustainability ontology (own representation).

1
2
3
4
5

<http://worldbank.270a.info/dataset/world-bank-indicators/GV.CONT.CO.ES/MZ/2007>
dc:subject
csOnt:CorruptionAspectTitle;
sdmx-concept:refArea
country:MZ;
sdmx-dimension:refPeriod
<http://reference.data.gov.uk/id/year/2007>;
sdmx-measure:obsValue
-0.5.
Listing 3: Extract of the result of the SPARQL CONSTRUCT query from Listing 2 in N3 notation (own representation).

of these ontology specifically relates to the area of Corporate Sustainability and integrates the well- established GRIstandard.
Furthermore, several studies presented mechanisms to
transform XBRL-taxonomies into ontologies in the financial domain [17, 7, 3, 1, 4, 22]. Others, focus on semantic
retrieval of XBRL data [14] or suggest a semantic augmentation of the existing XBRL-standard [25, 19]. Ghahremanloo
et al. [8] even propose an ontology for sustainability indicators integrating OECD and GRI frameworks. However,
none of the existing approaches makes use of the full range
of information available in the XBRL taxonomy, like hierarchical relations.

6.

CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK

In this paper, we present the idea to utilize the GRI
XBRL-taxonomy to build a basic Corporate Sustainability
ontology. We show that XBRL-elements and XLinks can be
transformed into an OWL class hierarchy and how actual
sustainability data can be linked to this ontology, showcasing the applicability of our approach.
The resulting ontology can be used to overcome source
heterogeneity in Corporate Sustainability information systems, as described in [24]. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first ontology in the domain of Corporate Sustainability emphasizing on the exploitation of its hierarchical relations based on the GRI standard.
Enriched with bottom-up information we have the idea
to evaluate the ontology by including it into information extraction tasks that automatically identify Corporate
Sustainability-relevant news articles or user-generated content (social media, SMS).
A further interesting field for future research is given by
the possibility to not only transform taxonomies into ontologies, but also to transform Sustainability Reports represented in XBRL instance documents (XML) into RDF documents using these ontologies. Thereby, these data could be

made queryable with SPARQL unleashing multiple opportunities to compare, link and visualize sustainability data
from different corporations in an open manner.
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